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1. Introduction
Alice, Bob and Charles are looking for carpooling partners for their daily

commutes. While Alice posts a classified ad on Craigslist, Bob uses a

specialized Web portal to publish his need. Charles browses through offers of

others to see if he can find a partner.

It is unlikely that they find optimal matches, because current technology (cf.

Weiser et al. 2015):

• Lacks support for the duality of query and result: Every search query is a

result for an agent with a complementary need. E.g, Charles should not

have to explicitly post another ad. His search provides enough data to infer

the base need, and make it available to others (cf. Brimicombe & Li, 2006,

p.13).

• Keeps data in «silos»: A large amount of data is kept within proprietary

applications with their own data structures and user interfaces, making

automatic and manual interaction with them difficult (McKenzie, 2015).

«How can we improve the process of finding

people with complementary needs?»

3. Complementary Needs
Needs are complementary (i.e., they match) when there is a (collaborative)

satisfaction process px that satisfies them. Optimally, simulating this process

transforms initial states into goal states (cf. agent planning (Russel & Norvig,

2010; Raubal & Winter, 2010)). In cases where only an approximation is

possible, one can leave initial or goal states unsatisfied and create new

preliminary needs nk,p or concluding needs nk,c.

2. Needs as Linked Data
A need n is the discrepancy between a desired goal state g and an initial state i

(Burton & Merrill, 1991). We propose to specify needs by assigning it a type t

and linking initial and goal conditions to this need.

Why Linked Data?

• Needs have real-world reference (e.g., to existing persons and places).

• User can choose the amount of details in their need specification.

• Needs can easily be integrated into the existing Web of Linked Data.
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The degree of satisfaction is defined in terms of similarity of initial and goal states

(Janowicz, Raubal, & Kuhn, 2011). The outcome of the process simulation yields

the following graph (initial and goal nodes are named graphs which represent the

world in its respective state):

4. Efficient Processing
Because the number of needs is potentially unbounded, we use a need’s spatio-

temporal characteristics and its type t to select a subset of matching candidates.

For example in the case of carpooling, other carpooling needs in close proximity

are analyzed first, followed by more general transport needs. The assessment

order can be represented by a need graph:

5. Workflow
1. Based on the need to match, a retrieval function and a satisfaction process

are chosen (e.g., rcarpool and pcarpool).

2. The retrieval function rx is used to select a set of candidate needs (e.g.,

using time geography (Raubal et al., 2007)).

3. The satisfaction process px is used to simulate a best-possible match and

assess how well which combination of needs can be matched.

4. These «simulated worlds» are compared to the original needs, and ranked

according to how well they approximate the needs of users.

5. In case no good matches are found, the process is repeated using different

processes, by trying to match preliminary and concluding needs or by

relaxing goal states.


